
MARABOU 2
THE FIRST HYBRID KITE 



MARABOU 2
YOUR NEXT TOURING BUDDY

The Gin Marabou 2 is the very first hybrid kite in the world that com-
bines a single surface and the construction of a closed-cell kite, 
thereby opening up brand new perspectives. This small, versatile 
kite generates exceptional power, which makes it perfect for foiling, 
twintipping, and surfing. Thanks to its incredible stability and relia-
bility, the Marabou 2 is an intuitive, user-friendly kite.  

The Marabou 2 is compatible with our Gin bar and our Gin Foil bar. 
We recommend line lengths from 17m to 19m for an optimal use.

4M | 6M | 8M | 10M | 12M

freeride

Innovative construction

Accessible

Lightweight design



HYBRID

The Marabou 2’s innovative hybrid construction consists of 40% 

closed-cell and 60% single-surface. Its new rounded and square 

shape enables you to experience an incredibly small and light kite 

that generates extraordinary power on foil boards, twintip boards or 

surfboards.

INTUITIVE

The Marabou 2 performs exceptionally well in light winds and offers 

astonishing stability. In fact, its depower and maneuverability will 

make your session easy right away, delivering power throughout the 

entire wind range. The closed leading edge also allows the kite to 

be positioned further forward of the window and gives more perfor-

mance upwind.   

COMPACT

The Marabou 2’s lightweight design makes it possible to carry the 

product in a small bag that weighs less than your water bottle. Re-

gardless of the wind available, even without a single pump stroke, 

your session will be unforgettable. After what, the zip on the inside of 

the leading edge will allow you to deflate the canopy faster.

SPECIFICITIES
WATER | SNOW | LAND

HYBRID KITE



"We tried to find the performance of a closed-
cell kite combined with the lightness of a mono 
surface. The exceptional handling makes it very 
easy to use for everyone."

DESIGNER

"It is so much fun to fly the Marabou 2 ! The kite 
is easy to use for beginners, the turns are des-
cribed fairly well, and you can be surprised from 
the moment you want to leave the frame ! Great 
jumps followed by endless fun. The ideal blend 
to have fun."

TIM BOLLINGER
TEST PILOT

HYBRID KITE

HANS BOLLINGER
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INSTRUCTIONS

TAKE CARE
OF YOUR EQUIPMENT

Always carefully inspect all of your equipment before using it.

Always have a partner when launching and landing your kite.

Always learn using a small two-line trainer before using a lar-

ger more complicated kite.

Regularly rinse your kite, bridles & pulleys.

Check the zip on the inside of the leading edge before each use.

Never use this product without a safety leash system. A loose 

kite is extremely dangerous to assistance.

Do not leave your kite exposed to the sun when not using it. 

Do not leave your kite flapping in the wind on the beach.

The speed system and bridle lines will require maintenance 

just like any high-performance equipment in racing sports. Re-

gularly check the condition of your line connectors, your pre-

lines on the bar side, and your lines.


